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Datebook
Monday, Jan. 15

Sunday,Jan.21

WBGU-TV Program, ·Ohio Business
Ou!•ook." 5:30 p.m. and 11 30 p m . host
George Howick examines issues concerning
Ohio·s business community, Channel 27.
Women's Baslletball. vs. Maryland
Baltimore County. 8 p.m., Anderson Arena.

WBGU-TV Program, -viewpoont." 9.30 am.
host Judy PaSCha!is looks at the complex prob·
lem of teenage pregnancy. Channel 27.
Planetarium Show, ·star Tracks: A Journey
Through Space On The Wings Of Music." 7:30
pm , Planetarium. Life Sciences Buildmg.

Tuesday,Jan.16
Faculty Senate Meeting, 2:30 p.m ..

Assembly Room. McFall Center.
WBGU-TV Program, -University Forum:
5:30 p.m. and 11 :30 p.m .. host Michael
Marsden ar.d guest Dr. Jack Santino discuss
SantJno·s film on the black pullman porter,
Channel 27.
Planetarium Show, "All Systems Go.- 8
pm .. Planetarium. Life Sciences Building.

\Vednesday,Jan.17
Human Relations Commission Meeting,
10:30 a.m.-noon. Taft Room. Union.
Undergraduate Council Meeting, 1 :30-3
p.m., Alumni Room, Union.
WBGU-TV Program, 5:30 and 11 :30 p.m.,
host Becky Laabs takes a look at the world of
art and cultural events in northwest Ohio,
Channel27.
Men's Basketball, vs. Ohio UniverSlty. 8
p.m .. Anderson Arena.
Faculty Artist Series , "French Horn
Reola!," 8 p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center.

Thursday, Jan. 18
WBGU-TV Program, "Time Out." 5:30 and
11 :30 p.m., Larry Weiss examines BGSU"s
week in sports. Channel 27.

Friday, Jan. 19
Arts and Sciences Forum Luncheon,
"Alcoholism and the Family." Dr. Nancy Jo
Dunn. psychology. 1 p.m., Alumni Room,
University Union. Call 372-2340 for reservations.
Men and Women's Swim Meet, vs. Ohio
University. 4:30 p.m., Cooper Pool.
WBGU-TV Program, "Viewpoint." 5:30 p.m ..
host Judy Paschalis looks at the complex problem of teenage pregnancy, Channel 27.
Hockey, vs. Michigan State. 7:30 p.m., Ice
Arena.
Tuba Concert, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Planetarium Show, ·An Systems Go: 8
p.m .. Planetarium. Life Sciences Building.

Saturday, Jan. 20
Tuba Master Class, by Ron Davis. University of South Carolina, 9:30 a.m., Instrumental
Rehearsal Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
All Ohio Invitational Swim Meet, 1O a.m.
and 7 p.m.• Cooper Pool.
WBGU-TV Program, ·Amish Cooking From
Ou1tt Country," noon. host Marcia Adams visits
a chicken farm and a commercial duck farm in
lnc:ana·s Amish country then prepares a
vanety of poultrf dishes. Channel 27.

.
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Service extends hours
Effective Jan. 8, the Instructional Media
Services A-V equipment counter at 102
Education Building expanded its service
hours to better serve the needs of classes
that meet during the evening.
The counter is now open from 8 a.m.9:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday.
Friday hours will remain 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Faculty and staff are reminded that IMS
asks tha: 24-hour notice be given for A-V
requests. For more information. call 3722882.

Obituary
Keith Doellinger
Dr. Keith Doellinger, professor emeritus
of educational curriculum and instruction,
died Jan. 6 in his home.
Doellinger joined the University in 1971
and retired Dec. 31, 1989.
He received his bachelor's degree in
horticulture from Iowa State University, his
master's degree in education and his
doctorate in instructional media from the
University of Iowa.
Before coming to Bowling Green, he
was an instructor in the special education
curriculum development center at the
University of Iowa. Previously, he was an
elementary and secondary teacher and
audio visual coordinator in the Rock
Island. Ill. school system. In addition, he
owned and managed Doellinger Enterprises in Rock Island, which created and
produced programs for commercial
television. He also founded and operated
Doellinger Flowers in Rock Island.
His area of research was visual literacy
and he wrote Overhead Projection in
Classrooms for the Mentally Retarded and
co-authored eight other books.
In 1971, Doellinger was the recipient of
the Distinguished Teaching Award and in
1971 he received the Weness Award.
In addition, he belonged to numerous
professional organizations and was a
former member of Faculty Senate. He
also served in Europe as a member of the
13th Armed Infantry Division, 1st and 3rd
Armies.
Memorials may be made to the PEO
Sisterhood, Toledo Botanical Gardens or
Kingwood Gardens, Mansfield.

Faculty I Staff positions
The lollowing faculty positions are available:
Business Administration: Director of hospitality management. Contact James McFillen (2274?). Deadline: Feb. 15.
Chemistry: Assistanl professor. Contact Doug Neckers (2-2031 ). Deadline: March 1 or until
su1:a!Jle candidate is selected.
College Student Personnel: Assistant/associate professor. Contact Camey Strange (2-7382).
Deadline: March 10. or until filled.
Comp~ Science: Assistant prolessor. Contact Faculty Search Committee (2-2337). Deadline:
Feb. 1 or until filled.
English: Assistant professor. Also. assistant professor (anticipated). For both positions. contact
R101ard Gebhardt (2-2576). Deadlines: March 1.
German, Russian and East Asian Languages: Assistant professor of German. Russian and
East Asian languages (anticipated). Contact Joseph Gray (2-2268). Extended deadline: March 1 or
iJnt.! '1lled
Mathematics and Statistics: Visiting lecturer (terminal, luD-time). Also. Eugene Lukacs V!Siting
P·otessor. Deadlines: Mard1 1. Also. assistant professor (anticipated). Also, assistant professor.
Also associatelfull professor (anticipated). Deadlines: Mard1 20. or until candidates are found. For
a 11xs1tions. contact Hassoon S. Al-Amiri (2-2636).
Radio-Television-Film: Associate professor. Contact Srinivas Me!kote (2-2138). Deadline:
Ma:-cn 1.

·~·"

The Faculty Senate at its Jan. 16
meeting tabled consideration of a resolution introduced by the senate officers expressing lack of confidence in the
continued leadership and management
of President Olscamp.
Apparently the resolution, which would
have placed Faculty Senate on record
as having "no confidence· in Olscamp
and which called for a vote of all tenured
and probationary faculty to determine
support for the action, caught many
senators by surprise.
"This is deadly serious business, I was
not expecting this," said Dr. Karl Schurr,
biological sciences, adding that a vote
on whether to consider the resolution
would not be proper without first
discussing it with constituents.
Some senators expressed concern
that they weren't notified of the resolution in advance and that introduction of it
wasn't placed on the agenda
Or. Bliott Blinn, chemistry, asked if
Faculty Senate was "wilfing to be the
judge" and questioned whether the
senate had earned the right to judge. He
said some of the problems mentioned
were the result of Faculty Senate action
or lack of action.

Tax forms are available at Jerome Library
The Jerome Library also is a distribution
point for Ohio income tax forms. Parmer
said she expects those forms to be
available at the library in the next two or
three weeks.
Individuals can check on the availability
of forms by calling the library's reference
desk at 372-2361.
The Jerome Library is open from 8 a.m.midnight Monday through Thursday. 8
a.m.-10 p.m. on Friday, 9 a.m.-10 p.m. on
Saturday and 11 a.m. to midnight on
Sunday.

Computer users beware of bad program
A new destructive program again is
affecting computer users' data, according
to Computer Services.
A floppy diskette for IBM and compatible
personal computers currently is being
distributed by a corporation under the
name of PC Cyborg. The diskette is
entitled "AIDS Information: An Introductory Diskette" which allegedly provides
users a database of AIDS information.
However, the diskette contains a destructive program called the AIDS Trojan
Horse.
Trojan Horses are similar to viruses in

Weight Watchers to
start new session
The next Weight Watchers program will
be offered starting Jan. 18 and will run
through March 22. The 10-week session
is held fri!m noon to 1 p.m. weekly in 409
South Hall.
A minimum of 16 participants is necessary to conduct the class. The cost scale
per participant is 16-19 participants at $93
each, 20-29 participants at $85 each and
30 participants at $81 each.
Persons interested in joining the Weight
Watchers program should contact Ruth
Milliron or Cheryl Heinlen at 372-2236 by
Jan. 17.

Monies are available
The Cultural Affairs Committee has
monies available to support the presentation of cultural programs on campus. The
necessary grant forms may be obtained in
405 Student Services building.
Grant request forms should be submitted six weeks prior to the planned event

The following administrative positions are available:
Affirmative Action: Director. Contact Kay Meier (2-2211 ). Deadline: Feb. 1.
Alumni and Development: Director of Development and assistant vice president for University
Relations. Contact chair of the search aimminee (2-2558). Deadline: Jan. 30.
Continuing Education and Summer Programs: Program director. Contact Annmarie Heldt (22558). Deadline: Feb. 5
Counseling and Career Development Center: Counselingtdinical psychologist. Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Extended deadline: April 16.
Instructional Media Services: Media specialist. Contact Kevin Work (2-2856). Deadline: Jan.
15.
lr.tercollegiate Athletics: Assistant football coach. Contact Moe Ankney (2-2401 ). Deadline:
Jan. 17.
Libraries and Leaming Resources: Assistant to the dean. Contact Dennis East (2-2856).
Deadline: Jan. 15.
WBGU-TV: Television public affairs producer/host. Contact Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deadline:
Jan. 15.

Faculty Senate tables resolution expressing lack Lillian Gish
of confidence in President Olscamp's leadership makes fourth
contribution
also

·New Movements in Art,· the annual graduate student exhibition, is currently on
display in the Fine Arts Gallery through Jan. 31. It exhibits multi-media works,
induding the above untitled, oil on canvas piece by Maryann Rossi. Gallery hours
are 9 a.m. -4:30 p.m. weekdays and from 2-5 p.m. on Sundays.

U.S. federal income tax forms are
available at Jerome Library. Free copies
of the forms, provided by the Internal
Revenue Service, will be available to the
public on a first-come, first-serve basis
while they last.
The library will also keep a file of all IRS
forms at the reference desk. Individuals
will be able to copy the forms at a cost of
5 cents a page, said Colleen Parmer,
government documents librarian.
The federal tax display is located near
the reference desk on the first floor of the
library.

Scholarship created
in honor of Saddlemire
A scholarship has been established
through the BGSU Foundation in the
name of Dr. Gerald Saddlemire in
recognition of his 20 years of service as
professor and chair of the college student
personnel department.
Anyone wishing to make a contribution
to the scholarship may do so by contacting the BGSU Foundation of the college
student personnel department.

that they affect users' diskettes and cause
significant damage at a later date. The
AIDS Trojan Horse (ATH) will erase a
hard disk after the user boots the computer system a random number of times.
The ATH allegedly only affects machines after its installation program has
been used to place it on a hard disk.
Hidden files and sub-directories are
created during the installation process,
waiting to damage the hard disks in the
future.
To avoid loss of important information,
Computer Services recommends computer users keep back-up copies of their
files. It also is important to only use
software from known, reputable sources.
Persons with questions or problems or
who need assistance in backup strategies
should contact Jon McKeeby at 372-2911.

Olscamp did not attend the meeting as
he was in Washington, D.C., at the
American Council for Education Confer-

ence.
The resolution came after Senate

Chair Dr. Ann-Marie Lancaster presented
a report on staffing of classes at the University.
She introduced figures showing the distnbution of staffing of undergraduate
lecture sections and said they incficated a
great reriance on part-time and temporary
faculty. The figures resulted from a
survey of 2,000 undergraduate lecture
sections to determine who was teaching
the classes and <fld not include tutorial,
music performance, physical education
classes and military science classes.
One chart showed that more than 38
percent of freshman level lecture sections
last fall were taught by temporary and
part-time faculty. Tenured and probationary faculty taught 26 percent of the
lecture sections.

cerns.
Lancaster
reported on a senate
survey concemir.g Olscamp's announced
intention to recommend to the Board of
Trustees a vice presidential appointment.

"It's not a good situation and one that
has been lamented for quite some time
by department chairs and others,· Lancaster said. She added that the purpose
of presenting the report was to point out
what she called a "problem" that needs to
be addressed. -Staffing our undergraduate courses is a basic requirement and
responsibility,· she said.
In her remarks to the Senate, Lancaster
said that the staffing situation and neglect
in academic and administrative operating
budgets were not signs of financial health
and stability. She called for long term
budget and institutional planning that
would address staffing and other con-

geography, who listed the six priority
budget items as recommended by !he
Committee on Academic Affairs. The
priorities incluclecl increasing funds for 1)
faculty salaries, 2) operating budgets, 3)
tenured teaching positions, 4) graduate
programs, 5) ad<frtional high demand
courses and 6) computers for students
and academic offices.
Dr. Genevieve Stang, education,
announced that the Faculty WeHare Committee was sponsoring, in cooperation
with the alumni and development offices,
a retirement seminar to be held from 1-4
p.m. on March 8 in the Alumni Room of
the University Union.

She said ·an overwhelming majority of
the respondents did not agree with the
appointment of a vice president without
the benefit of a national search." She
added that senate officers are studying
affirmative action and equal opportunity
guidelines to determine if the appointment
complies with the policies. "It is important
to keep in mind that a condition of
accepting federal grant monies is that the
University comply with these poflCies;
she said.
Also, during the meeting the senate
heard a report from Dr. Joseph Spinelli,

Williams expects a smooth transition
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Dancers to perform
The University Performing Dancers will
present their annual concert at 8 p.m.
Thursday through Saturday (..'an. 18-20)
in Eva Marie Saint Theatre of University
Hall. A 2 p.m. Saturday matinee will also
be presented.
Tickets are $4 and will be available at
the University Hall box office beginning
one hour before each performance.
Fifteen students and two faculty
members will dance the eight works,
which will include jazz. ballet and modem
dance. All of the works are choreographed by members of the University
community, including one studentchoreographed dance.
The troupe is directed by Deb Tell.
HPER, and one of the choreographers for
the show.
Music for the show was written by Roger
Greivy and Tim Story, two Toledo-based
composers.
The University Performing Dancers
trace their beginnings at the University
back to the 1920s. This annual concert
has been a highlight of the spri~
semester for the past 15 years.
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New business dean makes quality his top priority
Or. Fred Williams, new dean of the
College of Business Administration, is
used to seeing progress.
Before arriving at the University this
month, he was dean of the College of
Business Administration at Tennessee
Technological University and although
it was a smaller school it was undergoing great change.
During his administration in Tennessee, the college was reorganized;
enrollment in the college grew 20
percent; the college was SI iccessfully
reaccrecfrted; an upper and lower
division structure for the undergraduate program was established, along
with an outstanding advisory program;
the MBA program grew; and a capital
campaign for the college netted $3.1
million.
With that experience, Wimams said
he expects his transition to Bowling
Green to be a smooth one. "Bowling
Green is much larger than Tennessee
Tech, about three times larger, but the
problems are similar; Wil6ams said.
"There will be a lot to learn here
because every place is cfdferent. such
as its strengths and weaknesses, but I
think my previous experiences wiD

help."

A native of Pittsburgh, Williams
received his bachelor's degree from
Carnegie Institute of Technology and
his master's and doctoral degrees from
Purdue University. He is an authority in
mangement science and his expertise
in statistical analyses and forecasting
business opportunities has resulted in
frequent consulting assignments with
such companies as Coca Cola and

Reception planned
Members of the campus community are
invited to attend a reception honoring
Sylvia Wintgens', benefits and personnel
services, retirement from 3-5 p.m. Jan. 22
in the Alumni Room of the University
Union.
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IBM.
He said he was attracted to the
Bowling Green position because of the
quality of the University and the
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Actress Lillian Gish has made yet
another donation to the University. The
$10,000 contribution is the fourth donation she has made to Bowling Green to
the Dorothy and Lillian Gish Film
Theater endowment. It will be used to
sponsor and promote the study of film on
campus and to support activities that
commemorate the contributions of the
Gish sisters to the performing arts.
The donation comes at the same time
her film "Broken Blossoms," is scheduled
to air at 8 p.m. on Saturday (Jan. 27) on
WBGU-TV, Channel 27. It is considered
by many to be the finest of director O.W.
Griffith's intimate dramas. Although
filmed in only 18 days, the 1919 silent
screen classic which cost $91,000 to
produce earned millions for Griffith, who
financed the picture hirnseH. It also
showcases Gish in some of her best
known scenes.
The Gish Rim Theater is the only theater in the world named for Gish and her
late sister Dorothy who were pioneers in
the silent and sound film industries. Dr.
Ralph Watte, who holds the Gish
Professorship in Rim Studies and is curator of the theater, said its intent is to
preserve the sisters' contributions to tbe .
art of film. 'We are deeply appreciative
of Miss Gish's interest in and her support
of the theater," Watte said.
Seats in the theater, which is scheduled for renovation late this spring, are
being named for donors who make a
minimum contribution of $250 and Wolfe
said several seats are still available for
purchase. Among those who have
contnbuted to the endowment are
several Hollywood stars, including Bob
Hape, Lily Tomlin, Helen Hayes, Paul
Newman, Patricia Neal, Jane Wagner,
Roddy McDowall and Eva Marie Saint

Emch wins
greenbacks
for idea using
her greenthumb

Business Administration. He replaces Robeft Patton, who has returned to teaching in

Janet Emch is $92 richer because she
had a good idea about growing geraniums on campus.
Emch was a member of the University's grounds department when the first
idea came to her. She is now with the
campus post office. As a classified staff
member, she submitted her money saving idea to the Share of Savings
Committee and with the help of Keith
Pogan, associate director of the physical
plant. the $250 savings minimum was
waived so Emch could receive her

the college.

award.

Fred WilliamS has started his duties at Bowling Green as the dean of the College of

college. ·1 was impressed by the aspirations of what the people here want the
college to be,· Williams said.
Familiar with BOINting Green in the past,
Wilfiams said he always thought of it as
having a good, solid reputation. When he
announced he was taking a position at
Bowling Green, a colleague told him
many of his business associates liked to
hire Bowling Green students. -Students
are an institution's best advertisements,"
Williams said.
The business field offers exciting
careers, Williams said, noting that an
increasing percentage of students are

choosing to study business. Business
degrees amently comprise one-fourth
of all earned degrees in the country and
he said a UCLA study attributed part of
the trend to people being concerned
about their economic weD-being.
Another key to the trend is the
changing career opportunities for
women. As more women choose
business-oriented fields, fewer females
wiD be going into the more traditional
roles, such as education and nursing,
Williams said.

Continued on Page 3

While she was a horticulturist in the
grounds department, Emch said it was a
practice to buy rooted geranium cuttings
from out of state. The cuttings were
grown to be used for plantings around
campus in the spring and used for
decoration at <fdferent events and func-

tions.
'We·d have to buy 800 cuttings at $45
per 100 pluS pay for air freight and all
the additives to grow the geraniums.·
Emch said. "'My idea was to grow the
geraniurns by seed which I had already
tried. We could buy 100 seeds per pack
for $1 O and the plants were a lot hardier

Continued on Page 3

F'aculty I Staff recognitions

Faculty/ Staffgrants

Commentary

Christine Sexton, WBGU-TV, $10,000 from
The Ohio Humanities Council, to fund the
production expense for an hour-long program
focusing on Ohio"s work force between 18031985.

Editor, the Monitor:
Speaking on behalf of the board, I am surprised by this motion (presented and
tabled at Faculty Senate's Jan. 16 meeting) and am particularty dismayed that it
was presented in Dr. Olscamp's absence. I cannot say strongly enough that the
board believes that we have an outstanding president After eight years on the
board, I can personally attest to his aggressive efforts on behalf of faculty compensation. academic freedom and shared governance. These things are a matter of
public record and suggest that the motion is misguided at best.

Don Bright, business education. $272,674
renewal from the Ohio Department of Education • Voca1ional and Career Education, to fund
the continuaticn of the Personnel Development
Center for the Ohio Northwest Region. The
cent!ll' provides preservice training for one-year
cer1ificated teachers reauited from business
and indUS1ty; inserv".ce education for experienced vocational education personnel; and
research in the vocational edt ICation field.

Warren Hall.
President of the Board of Trustees

ASC hears shuttle service report;
discusses committee structure
The University's Shuttle Service
continues to gain more new riders each
month and some changes in the operation
will occur this year, Jean Yarnell, director
of parking and traffic, told members of the
Administrative Staff Council at their Jan.
11 meeting.
The shuttle operated 85 days last
semester and carried approximately
14,000 passengers. It currenUy runs from
7:30 am.-8:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday with no Saturday or Sunday service. Regular stops are the Information
Center, the University Union and Jerome
Library. It also stops at the College Park
Office Building four times daily.
Yarnell said one of the main problems
the shuttle has had is being punctual for
each stop. The shuttles are often delayed
by congested traffic on their routes,
especially around palking lot 13 in front of
the Union and lot 14 by Jerome Library.
One solution, Yarnell said, would be to
change the metered spaces in these lots
to half-hour parking only. "The spaces are
meant for people running errands or on
short trips," Yarnell said.
Council member Charlene KempOueener said the lots are often used by
University staff who drive into inner
campus to attend meetings at the Union
or the library. Making the spaces for
strictly half-hour parking would be
inconvenient, she said.
Yarnell agreed it might be sfighUy inconvenient, but parking and traffic has not
been able to find a better solution. Anyone
with other suggestions should contact
parking and traffic.
She also said starting next fall, all
freshmen who have vehicles will be
required to park them in the lot by the
football stadium. The plan may be revised
later to include sophomores. This solution
should alleviate congestion in inner
campus and provide more spaces for
faculty and staff. Students will be expected to move their vehides from the lot
on 5aturdays with home football games.
Failure to move the vehicles on these
days may result in it being towed from the
lot
Council member Joshua Kaplan said
towing the vehicle seemed like a severe
penalty and suggested that students leaving their cars in the lot simply be fined the
amount charged for football parking.
Yarnell said under the new plan, the
shuttle service hours will be extended to
possibly midnight and may also run on
Sundays.
She added that all guests on campus
(except those visiting the Technology
Building or the WBGU-TV station or who
are carrying equipment) are required to
park in the lot next to the Visitors Information Center. However, visitors also may
continue using designated visitors parking

spaces on campus.
In other business, Vice Chair Gregg

DeCrane reported that a letter has been
sent to President Olscamp voicing ASC's
feeling that it is underrepresented on the
search committee f01 a director of
affirmative action. The council has not
received a response.
The council also has sent a letter to the
interim director of public safety saying it
was cfispleased with the department's
slow response to the assault and theft that
occured in South Hall in December. 'We
felt it was slow and too lengthy of a time
before we were informed of the incident,·
DeCrane said. 'We ask that in the future it
be quicker and in the r..eantime everyone
on campus should be cautious because
no arrests have been made."
He also said Jill Carr, chair, is planning
to talk to Dr. Ann-Marie Lancaster, chair
of Faculty Senate, about ASC's cfispleasure of the University's committee structure. At the December ASC meeting,
council members reported on the committees of which they are members and
some indicated the committees have
never met or are very unorganized.
Following the reports, council member
James Litwin wrote a letter to Carr
suggesting each committee be examined
closely and then a determination be made
whether to disband it, refonn it for proper
utilization or to continue as it currently
exists.
Also on the agenda:
-Norma Stickler, chair of the Personnel
Welfare Committee, reported the Board of
Trustees may consider revisions to the
employee handbooks at its February
meeting. However, the request that two
days of sick lea1:e be converted to
personal days has been put on hold by
Dr. J. Christopher Dalton, vice president
for planning and budgeting.
-Appfications for the council's annual
scholarship are available in the student
financial aid offices and must be returned
to the Scholarship Committee by Feb. 9.
-Mike sawyer, assistant director of the
physical plant, has replaced council
representative Rebecca Heyman. Council
member Bob Arrowsmith also has
resigned, but a special election will be
required to replace him and ballots have
been sent to administrative staff.
Secretary Greg Jordan explained that
when a replacement is needed for a
council position, the vacancy is filled by
the can<fldate having the next highest
amount of votes in the election of that
seat. However, if no can<fldates are
available, a special election must be conducted.
Jordan said a special election is time
consuming and proposed a bylaw change
that says if a vacancy cannot be fiDed as
specified in the bylaws, the executive
committee wiD appoint a replacement for
the position until the end of the next fiscal
year. The proposal wiU be voted on at the
Feb. 2 meeting.

Hess to deliver Distinguished Research Lecture
Dr. Gary Hess, history, will clefiver his
Distinguished Research Professor Lecture
at 3:30 p.m. Jan. 30 in the Alumni Room
of the University Union.
His lecture is entitled "From 'Lost
Crusade' to 'Noble Cause:' The Rewriting
of the Vietnam War.· A reception will

follow in the Ohio Suite.
Hess was named Distinguished Research Professor by the Board of Trustees
in October 1988, one of the highest honors
that can be given to a University faculty
member.

Submit proposals for development grants
Faculty members are reminded that
Feb. 5 is the deadline for submission of
proposals for Faculty Development
Grants.
The grants are given in amounts in •
excess of $300 for developmental projects

that meet the guidelines of the Faculty
Development Committee. Guidelines and
application procedures are available in
each academic department office or from
the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

Sam Ramirez, employment service manger, discusses "Valuing Diversny- at the
first in a series of programs on "Issues in Cultural Diversity.· The monthly programs,
sponsored by libraries and learning resources, are meant to increase sensitivity
toward multicultural issues. On Feb. 14 Ernest Champion, ethnic studies and
coordinator of cultural diversity, wiO speak on ·Racism 101 "from 10 am.-noon in the
Jerome Library conference room. Interested persons should RSVP to the dean's
office in the library at 372-2856 for any or all of the sessions.

Final writing seminar is offered March 2 and 3
The eighth and probably the last semiannual 'Writing in the Classroom" seminar
for faculty and graduate students wiD be
held March 2 and 3 at the Perrysburg
Holiday Inn.
The sessions, directed by Dr. Thomas
Klein, English, will run from 11 :15 am.-5
p.m. on Friday. 5aturday's workshop
begins with breakfast and continues to 4
p.m. The sessions are free and meals are
provided.
Since its implementation, approximately
180 faculty and graduate students from 32
departments have participated in the
seminar.
Writing across the curriculum is a
national movement based on the belief

that writing is one of the most effective
means to d"ISCOver and learn. However,
many teachers know very rrtt1e about
using writing to promote learning and
thinking, too often asking students to
engage in vague research and
postmortem exercises, Klein said.
The workshops invite faculty to think
about student writing problems, the
composing process, the role of audience
and thinking in writing, assignment
making and evaluation. The seminar
emphasizes practical, hands-on experiences applicable to all disciplines.
Persons interested in attending the
seminar should contact Mary Jo Smith at
372-2576.

TIAA-CREF reports
changes in its
retirement program,
meeting is planned

John W. Sinn, technology systems. $6.000
from the International Coil Winding Association,
Inc .• to fund the establishment and support of
an ICWA Electrical Manufacturing Professorship. David Gedeon. electrical technology
systems and the first ICWA Electrical Manufacturing Professor, will administer four scholarships as part of this grant, act as the BGSU
liaison with ICWA and conduct research consistent with the goals and objectives of the
ICWA. Sinn also received $47,499 from the
Ohio Board of Regents - The Eisenhower
Program. to fund a project emphasizing
Statistical Process Control (SPC). which is now
the basis for quality, problem solving and decision making in competitive industry.

Douglas Ullman, psychology, $8.800 from
Flower Hospital. to fund psychology assistant
David S. Ensing to receive training either
directty or indirectly with the Flower program.

Lee A. "eserve, biology, $300 supplement
from the Ohio Academy of Science, to support
the editing activities of Meserve as editor of
The Ohio Journal of Science.
Clyde R. WDlls, health and human se!Vices,
$98,700 from the Ohio Department of Health.
to fund the development of a multi-year plan to
guarantee that institutions of higher education
in Ohio will provide relevant information ancl
education about AIDS to reduce the risk of
college students becoming HIV-infected. and to
ensure that Ohio"s leaders will appreciate their
critical role in the battle against AIDS and will
have the knowledge to carry out that role effectively.

Barbara P. Keeley, nursing. $10,000
renewal from Ohio Department of Health
Bureau of Preventive Mecflcine, to fund the
continuation of the project which established a
regional network for health promotion and disease prevention activities which stimulates and
maintains interaction among professionals in

the HP/OP field.

societies of the Western Hemisphere.

llartln Polter, musical arts. $4.587 from the
Ohio Arts Council and $5,000 from Arts Midwest, to fund artists' fees for the 1989-90
Festival Series.
Michael Moore, continuing education.
$6.251 from the Ohio Arts Council. to support
follow-up artist activities in 15 Arts UnlirMed

schools.
Ivan E. Denbesten, chemistry, $23,457 from
the National Science Foundation. to assist with
the purchase of a gas chromatograph. liquid
chromatograph, stop-flow kinetics sampling
system. and two miaOCOfTlluler chromatography data stations.
Albert Jurenas, educational admnistration
and supervision, $9.995 from the Ohio State
University Research Foundation for a project to
ifTl)lement new learning modules, produce instructional meOa to be utilized through the
college's Clinical Laboratory and demonstrate
the effectiveness of wor1<ing with public school
personnel to produce curricular change in
higher education.

Karen Gould, romance languages, $300, a
supplement for expenses required in editing the
journal Quebec Studies.
Cynthia Stong, biological sciences.
$156.225 from the National Science Foundation to fund a second year of "Ocean Foals." a
program aimed at educating public school science teachers to teach marine biology.
Yong S. Yoon, biological sciences, $72,700
from the National Science Foundation. renewal
funding to operate the National Drosophila

Species Resource Center.
Roger Bennett and Margaret lshler, education, $190,808 from the Ohio Dept of Education for activities to maintain compliance with
state standards for colleges and universities
preparing teachers.
Lany Hatch, visual communication and technology education, $4,500 from the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers to analyze data from
a recent SME survey.

Michael Moore, continuing education.
$10,000 from the Hitachi Foundation for the
Arts Unlimited program.
Neocles B. Leontis, chemistry, $84,043 from
the National Institute of General Medical
Sciences, Dept of Health and Human
ServiceslPublic Health Service, renewal
funding for specific studies on the structure and
function of a particular strand of RNA.

meeting of the Association of Black Sociologists. San Francisco. Calif .. Aug. 7-11 . The
topic of the meeting was -Poverty. Race and
Gender: The Oues1 for Change in the Black
Community."

David A. Lombardo, technology, received
the Award of Excellence - 1989 Midwest
Region Joumalism Award from the Aviation/
Space Writers Association to recognize the
best journalism of the preceding year for his
book "Aircraft Systems: Understanding Your
Airplane."

Recently. tlvee management students under
the advisement of Peter Pinto and Chan Hahn
won aD three places at the International
Student Paper ~tition for Region Ill
sponsored by the American Production and
Inventory Control Society (APICS) for 1989:
Mark Czisny. "tmplementation of JIT Manufacturing Tec:hniques in a Small Manufacturing
Company: A Case Study at Marathon Special
Produds Corporation," 1st place; Forrest L
Knox, "A Case Study of Supplier Development,• 2nd place; and Jeffrey A. Boeger, "The
Applicatiol1 of Optimal Production Technology
(OPT) in a Manufacturing Facility." 3rd place.
Wallace DePue, music COfrlXlSition and
history, was recognized by the Paul Harvey
News on Nov. 22 which gave national attention
to The DePue Family Musicians who were
named "American Amateur Music Family of
1989" by the American Music Conference of
Chicago.

Tina Bunce, musical arts. appeared as the
alto soloist in the Massillon High School 47th
annual performance of Handers "Messiah" on
Dec. 15. She also performed as the alto soloist
in VIValdfs "Gloria" at Christ Presbyterian
Church in Toledo on Dec. 10. She also is a
member of the Bowling Green Singers
performing in the annual Yuletide Dinners
throughout Northwest Ohio.
Kay Moore, musical arts, was an adjudicator
for students of the Western Piano Teachers
Guild, Milan, Nov. 18.

Andreas Poullmenos, music performance
studies, performed the role of the Father in the
opera "Hansel and Gretel" by Humperdinck
with the Michigan Opera Theater. Detroit. Mich.
and the Dayton Opera Theater, Dayton, Nov.
25, 29 and Dec. 1-3, 15-17. Also. he performed
the role of Germon! in Vertfis "la Traviata" with
Opera Pacific in Costa Mesa. Card., Dec. 26.
He will reprise the role with the Michigan Opera
Theater in May 1990.
John Sampen. music performance studies,

Marilyn Shrude, musical arts, $500 supplement from Arts Midwest, to fund the~
participation portion of the 10th Annual New
Music and Art Festival at the University on Nov.
6-11.

Charles Stocker, Firelands. $55.000 from
the Ohio Board of Regents for the Productivity

Improvement Challenge Program that will
establish Firelands College as a training and
development center for area ~ers.

Gaylyn Rnn, treasurer and assistant

Conrad llcRoberts, financial aid, $495,786
from the Ohio Department of Education, to fund
the Ohio Instructional Grants Program {OIG)
which provides grants exclusively to students
from low and moderate income families to
maintain and increase their enrollment in both
public and private institutions of higher
education.

vice president for planning and budgeting,
advises University employees that they
should be aware that the Teachers
Insurance and Annuity AssociationCollege Retirement Equities Fund (TIAACREF} has announced major changes in
its CREF retirement program.
The changes, which are effective March
1, include the ackfrtion of new CREF
accounts, enhanced transferability of
accumulations in the CREF fund, and a
cashabirity feature under limited circumstances. These options 'lf'ill become available to institutions who participate in the
TIAA-CREF regular retirement program.
Finn said the changes will have no
impact on the CREF contn1>utions made
by employees while employed at the
University. BGSU does not sponsor a
TIAA-CREF retirement program but
instead supports an elective tax deferred
annuity (TOA) program, which already has
all of the features noted above.
TIAA-CREF participants, who contributed to a TIAA-CREF regular retirement
program prior to coming to Bowling Green
and have continued tr.eir contributions to
Til\A-CREF through the University's IDA
program, may want to contact the Detroit
office of TIAA-CREF at 1-800-842-2044 to
verify that their contributions during the
period that they have been at Bowling
Green are recognized as supplemental
retirement account contributions and
governed under the 403(b) laws rather
than the more restrictive guidelines
appflCable to regular TIAA-CREF retirement accounts.
An informational meeting with representatives from STAS and TIAA-CREF will be
held March 8. The time and location of the
meeting will be announced in the Monitor
at a later date. Persons who have questions that need responses before that date
should contact James Morris at 372-2113
in the benefits office or Finn at 372-2205.

Robert L Peny, ethnic studies, chaired a
panel on "Crime in the Black Community: A
Law Enforcement Perspective" at the annual

Kenneth Klple, history. $29.000 from John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, to
complete publication of History of the 8lac:lc in

AfTica. and in the most ili1)0rtant slave

Michael Rodgers, photochemical sciences,
$32.011 from the University of Toledo for
research with photosensitizers. delivery
systems and biologic responses. The award is
a subcontract from the University of Toledo
under its National Cancer Institute prime grant

Candace Galen, biological sciences,
$45,000 from the National Science Foundation
for plant genetic studies. specifically to
determine whether pollinator-mediated
selection can aa:ount for divergence in floral
traits.

was a soloist with the Washington Square Contemporary Music Society at Weill HaD in
Carnegie Han. Nov. 16. He also was a soloist
at the International Computer Music Festival at
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Nov. 2.
He performed with the Toledo Symphony on
Oct 28 and Dec. 17.

Robert Thayer, musical arts, represen".ed the
University at the annual meeting of the National
Association of Schools of Music, Seattle,
Wash .• Nov. 15-21. He CXH:haired "Preparing
for NASM Evaluation: The Sett-Study and The
On-Site Visit" and chaired a meeting of the
NASM commission on Non-Degree-Granting
Institutions.

Jay Jackson, music. was It'!! chief adjucfica-

Faculty /Staff publications

Dr. Samuel McKinney, pastor of the
Mount Zion Baptist Church in Seattle,
Wash., cJelivers the keynote address at
a special program honoring Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Jan. 17 in the Lenhart
Grand BaRroom of the University Union.
McKinney is the brother of Dr. Mary M.
Edmonds, vice president for student
affairs, and also was a classmate of
King's in the 1940s at Morehouse
College in Atlanta, Ga. In his talk
entitled "Drum Major for Peace,·
McKinney said King wanted to be
remembered as a drum major for
justice and that the world has been
changed because of him. However,
racism in America continues, he said.
"My message to you is don't get mad,
get smart. Do something to make a
better world possible. Everything
depends on us. Worlc hard to make this
world a better place. Make Bowling
Green a better place,· McKinney said.
Approximately BOO people attended the
event. (Photo by Marc Kaspitzke)

Edsel Pena and Vijay Rohatgi, both of
mathematics and statistics, "Survival Function
Estimation for a Generalized Proportional
Hazards Model of Random Censorship," in
Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference.
Pena also co-authored the article "Nonparametric Tests under Res1ricted Treatment
Assignment Rules," in JoumaJ of the Amero3n
Statistical Association and "Families of Confidence Bands for the Survival Function," in canadian JoumaJ of Statistics.
D. Bandyopadhyay, applied statistics and
operatiol IS research, •A Note on Tes!S for Exponentiality by Desll>ande." in Biometrika

Parle Leathers, accounting and management
information systems. "CPA Candidate Statistics
- 1988.• in New Accountant

Services," in Rural Development Perspectives,
Oct 1988.
Richard L Weaver II, interpersonal and pub-

ric communication, and Howard w. Cotrell,

inslJuctional media center, "Mental Aerobics:
Directed Discussion." in the Journal of Communication Studies. Vol. 7. February and "Dealing
With the Folklore of Courses and lnstruc!OrS,"
in The Carolinas Speech Cammunicalion
Annual, Vol. V.
Phil Allclre, edl ICalional administration and
supervision, "Small School Decision Making," in
Secondary Education Today. Vol. 30, No. 4,
Summer, published by the Michigan Association of Secondary School Principals.

Nora Uu, health. physical education and
Sue Petroshlus and Ken Crocker, both of
marketing. ·An Efl1)irical Analysis of Spokesperson Characleristics on Advertisement and
Product Evaluations." in the Joumal of the
Academy of Marketing Science.
Frank llcKenna and H. Kenneth Hibbeln,
both of political science, co-authored "local
Response to Federal Budget Policies: A Study
of Nonmetropolitan Convnunities in Ohio.· for
the Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, June. These same authors
also published "Nonprofit Agencies Adapt to
Changing Fiscal Climate to Deliver Social

recreation, co-authored "Somatotypes of Premenan:heal Athletes and Non-Athletes," in
Human Biology. The International Journal of
Population Biology and Genetics, Vol. 61, No.
2, April.

Graduate Students at BGSU; in Ccl/ege and
Researr:h Libraries News. September.
Martha Rogers, marketing, "Creating the
Marketing-Receptive Environment: Overcoming
the Two-Year Hatchet umt for a Firm's First
Marketing Director." in The JoumaJ of Business
and Industrial Marketing.

II.. Neil Browne, economics. and Stuart
Keeley, psychology. Asking the Right
Ouestions, third edition.
Joseph J. ManQ.iso, geology, senior author
of "Precambrian Vein Pyrobitumen: Evidence
for Petroleum Generation and Migration 2 Ga
Ago," in Precambrlan Research. August.

Bernard Stemsher, history, edited a revised
edition of Hitting Home: The Great Depression
in Town and Country. The new edition contains
a chapter co-authored by Stemsher entitled
-Vldims of The Great Depression: The
Question of Blame and First-Person History."
Molly Laflin, health. physical edllCalion and

Leslie Chamberlin, eO icational administration and supe!Vision. and Robert lloomaw,
educational foundations and inquiry, "Teacher"s
Role in Developing an Enviroment for
Success." in Dimensions. Vol. 9, No. 3. MarchApril.
Marilyn Pantsh, library, "Acadenic Community Analysis: Discovering Research Needs of

recreation. "Smokeless Tobaa:o Use Among
.American College Students. - in .JoumaJ of
American College Health. Vol. 38, No. 2.
September.
Michael French, educational curriculum and
instruction, co-editor of the Reading Teacher.
the official journal of the International Reading
Association.

tor at the Central North Carolina Marching
Band Festival and also was a guest clinic:ian at
the recent Putnam County Schools Music
Festival in Pandora

Faculty and staff from the College of Musical
Arts were featured as performers and resource
personnel at the Nov. 2 International Corrl)Uter
Music Conference in Colurrous. Among those
involved were Burton Beennen, Judith
Bentley, Paul Hunt, Martt Bunce and
Stephen White. John Sampen performed
Morton Subotnic:J("s "Concerto" in one of the
cameo concerts.

Theresa llilne, educational curriculum and
instruction. has been appointed to a new state
Commission on Dispute Resolution and
Conflict Management that will work to seek
peaceful resolution of problems in both the
public and private sectors.
Becky Plssanos, health physical education
and recreation. has been named chair-elect of
the research section of the Higher Education
Division of the Ohio Association for Health.
Physical Education and Recreation.

Robert DeBard, Fll"elands, has been named
to the board of trustees for the Sandusky State
Theatre Inc.

Williams

from the tront

At the same time, he thinks the number
of female faculty in an area is an important issue. "You want your faculty to
represent the world you are a part of and
therefore there should be a reasonable
diversity in the faculty," he said.
He also said he would liKe to see more
interaction and joint programs between
the various colleges on campus. "I don't
want to be isolated as a college; Williams
said. 'We have to keep the perspective
that we are a university first"
Williams said he has not established
any concrete goals yet in his new position
because he wants to become familiar with
the campus first However, he believes it
is important to keep an emphasis on
quality.

·1 want this to be a place where it's fun
to come to work and to study," he said.
"When a student decides he or she wants
to study business, I want them to think of
Bowling Green. I want this to be a college
that is respected both on and off campus
as a good place to study and teach."

Em.ch

from the front

too."
After reaflZing the savings in the
grounds department, Emch said she
remembered the Share of 5avings
Program and decided to submit her idea.
·1 received the check right before Christmas so it was a nice surprise," she said.
"Now rm wracking my brain to think of
something else."
Chris Sexton. chair of the Share of
5avings Committee. said the group has
several ideas that are currently being
examined for possible awards.
The program works in the following
manner: any dassified employee who is
not specifically responsible for making
such suggestions in the first place can
offer an idea. There are no limits on how
often an employee can offer an idea or
receive an award.
To submit an idea, the employee should
obtain a suggestion form from the SOS
coordinator, Dean Gerkens. risk management Ideas should be thoroughly planned
before filling out the form. Sketches and
drawings can be included.
A joint suggestion (submitted by two or
more dassified employees) must be
signed by all of the suggestors.
All completed forms returned to the SOS
coordinator will be logged with the time,
date and file number with a copy being
forwarded to the SOS Conunittee. The
committee wiD review the suggestions for
general acceptability. If determined to be
eligible, the suggestion will be forwarded
to the appropriate area for further study.
For implemented ideas that generate a
cost savings of $250 or more, the
suggestor will receive 40 percent of the
first year's estimated savings with
payment at implementation. For ideas that
generate a new revenue of $2,500 or
more. the suggestor will receive four
percent of the first year's estimated net
new revenue. Fifty percent of the award
will be paid upon implementation with the
remainder paid at the encl of the 12-month
period.

F'aculty I Staff recognitions

Faculty/ Staffgrants

Commentary

Christine Sexton, WBGU-TV, $10,000 from
The Ohio Humanities Council, to fund the
production expense for an hour-long program
focusing on Ohio"s work force between 18031985.

Editor, the Monitor:
Speaking on behalf of the board, I am surprised by this motion (presented and
tabled at Faculty Senate's Jan. 16 meeting) and am particularty dismayed that it
was presented in Dr. Olscamp's absence. I cannot say strongly enough that the
board believes that we have an outstanding president After eight years on the
board, I can personally attest to his aggressive efforts on behalf of faculty compensation. academic freedom and shared governance. These things are a matter of
public record and suggest that the motion is misguided at best.

Don Bright, business education. $272,674
renewal from the Ohio Department of Education • Voca1ional and Career Education, to fund
the continuaticn of the Personnel Development
Center for the Ohio Northwest Region. The
cent!ll' provides preservice training for one-year
cer1ificated teachers reauited from business
and indUS1ty; inserv".ce education for experienced vocational education personnel; and
research in the vocational edt ICation field.

Warren Hall.
President of the Board of Trustees

ASC hears shuttle service report;
discusses committee structure
The University's Shuttle Service
continues to gain more new riders each
month and some changes in the operation
will occur this year, Jean Yarnell, director
of parking and traffic, told members of the
Administrative Staff Council at their Jan.
11 meeting.
The shuttle operated 85 days last
semester and carried approximately
14,000 passengers. It currenUy runs from
7:30 am.-8:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday with no Saturday or Sunday service. Regular stops are the Information
Center, the University Union and Jerome
Library. It also stops at the College Park
Office Building four times daily.
Yarnell said one of the main problems
the shuttle has had is being punctual for
each stop. The shuttles are often delayed
by congested traffic on their routes,
especially around palking lot 13 in front of
the Union and lot 14 by Jerome Library.
One solution, Yarnell said, would be to
change the metered spaces in these lots
to half-hour parking only. "The spaces are
meant for people running errands or on
short trips," Yarnell said.
Council member Charlene KempOueener said the lots are often used by
University staff who drive into inner
campus to attend meetings at the Union
or the library. Making the spaces for
strictly half-hour parking would be
inconvenient, she said.
Yarnell agreed it might be sfighUy inconvenient, but parking and traffic has not
been able to find a better solution. Anyone
with other suggestions should contact
parking and traffic.
She also said starting next fall, all
freshmen who have vehicles will be
required to park them in the lot by the
football stadium. The plan may be revised
later to include sophomores. This solution
should alleviate congestion in inner
campus and provide more spaces for
faculty and staff. Students will be expected to move their vehides from the lot
on 5aturdays with home football games.
Failure to move the vehicles on these
days may result in it being towed from the
lot
Council member Joshua Kaplan said
towing the vehicle seemed like a severe
penalty and suggested that students leaving their cars in the lot simply be fined the
amount charged for football parking.
Yarnell said under the new plan, the
shuttle service hours will be extended to
possibly midnight and may also run on
Sundays.
She added that all guests on campus
(except those visiting the Technology
Building or the WBGU-TV station or who
are carrying equipment) are required to
park in the lot next to the Visitors Information Center. However, visitors also may
continue using designated visitors parking

spaces on campus.
In other business, Vice Chair Gregg

DeCrane reported that a letter has been
sent to President Olscamp voicing ASC's
feeling that it is underrepresented on the
search committee f01 a director of
affirmative action. The council has not
received a response.
The council also has sent a letter to the
interim director of public safety saying it
was cfispleased with the department's
slow response to the assault and theft that
occured in South Hall in December. 'We
felt it was slow and too lengthy of a time
before we were informed of the incident,·
DeCrane said. 'We ask that in the future it
be quicker and in the r..eantime everyone
on campus should be cautious because
no arrests have been made."
He also said Jill Carr, chair, is planning
to talk to Dr. Ann-Marie Lancaster, chair
of Faculty Senate, about ASC's cfispleasure of the University's committee structure. At the December ASC meeting,
council members reported on the committees of which they are members and
some indicated the committees have
never met or are very unorganized.
Following the reports, council member
James Litwin wrote a letter to Carr
suggesting each committee be examined
closely and then a determination be made
whether to disband it, refonn it for proper
utilization or to continue as it currently
exists.
Also on the agenda:
-Norma Stickler, chair of the Personnel
Welfare Committee, reported the Board of
Trustees may consider revisions to the
employee handbooks at its February
meeting. However, the request that two
days of sick lea1:e be converted to
personal days has been put on hold by
Dr. J. Christopher Dalton, vice president
for planning and budgeting.
-Appfications for the council's annual
scholarship are available in the student
financial aid offices and must be returned
to the Scholarship Committee by Feb. 9.
-Mike sawyer, assistant director of the
physical plant, has replaced council
representative Rebecca Heyman. Council
member Bob Arrowsmith also has
resigned, but a special election will be
required to replace him and ballots have
been sent to administrative staff.
Secretary Greg Jordan explained that
when a replacement is needed for a
council position, the vacancy is filled by
the can<fldate having the next highest
amount of votes in the election of that
seat. However, if no can<fldates are
available, a special election must be conducted.
Jordan said a special election is time
consuming and proposed a bylaw change
that says if a vacancy cannot be fiDed as
specified in the bylaws, the executive
committee wiD appoint a replacement for
the position until the end of the next fiscal
year. The proposal wiU be voted on at the
Feb. 2 meeting.

Hess to deliver Distinguished Research Lecture
Dr. Gary Hess, history, will clefiver his
Distinguished Research Professor Lecture
at 3:30 p.m. Jan. 30 in the Alumni Room
of the University Union.
His lecture is entitled "From 'Lost
Crusade' to 'Noble Cause:' The Rewriting
of the Vietnam War.· A reception will

follow in the Ohio Suite.
Hess was named Distinguished Research Professor by the Board of Trustees
in October 1988, one of the highest honors
that can be given to a University faculty
member.

Submit proposals for development grants
Faculty members are reminded that
Feb. 5 is the deadline for submission of
proposals for Faculty Development
Grants.
The grants are given in amounts in •
excess of $300 for developmental projects

that meet the guidelines of the Faculty
Development Committee. Guidelines and
application procedures are available in
each academic department office or from
the Office of the Vice President for
Academic Affairs.

Sam Ramirez, employment service manger, discusses "Valuing Diversny- at the
first in a series of programs on "Issues in Cultural Diversity.· The monthly programs,
sponsored by libraries and learning resources, are meant to increase sensitivity
toward multicultural issues. On Feb. 14 Ernest Champion, ethnic studies and
coordinator of cultural diversity, wiO speak on ·Racism 101 "from 10 am.-noon in the
Jerome Library conference room. Interested persons should RSVP to the dean's
office in the library at 372-2856 for any or all of the sessions.

Final writing seminar is offered March 2 and 3
The eighth and probably the last semiannual 'Writing in the Classroom" seminar
for faculty and graduate students wiD be
held March 2 and 3 at the Perrysburg
Holiday Inn.
The sessions, directed by Dr. Thomas
Klein, English, will run from 11 :15 am.-5
p.m. on Friday. 5aturday's workshop
begins with breakfast and continues to 4
p.m. The sessions are free and meals are
provided.
Since its implementation, approximately
180 faculty and graduate students from 32
departments have participated in the
seminar.
Writing across the curriculum is a
national movement based on the belief

that writing is one of the most effective
means to d"ISCOver and learn. However,
many teachers know very rrtt1e about
using writing to promote learning and
thinking, too often asking students to
engage in vague research and
postmortem exercises, Klein said.
The workshops invite faculty to think
about student writing problems, the
composing process, the role of audience
and thinking in writing, assignment
making and evaluation. The seminar
emphasizes practical, hands-on experiences applicable to all disciplines.
Persons interested in attending the
seminar should contact Mary Jo Smith at
372-2576.

TIAA-CREF reports
changes in its
retirement program,
meeting is planned

John W. Sinn, technology systems. $6.000
from the International Coil Winding Association,
Inc .• to fund the establishment and support of
an ICWA Electrical Manufacturing Professorship. David Gedeon. electrical technology
systems and the first ICWA Electrical Manufacturing Professor, will administer four scholarships as part of this grant, act as the BGSU
liaison with ICWA and conduct research consistent with the goals and objectives of the
ICWA. Sinn also received $47,499 from the
Ohio Board of Regents - The Eisenhower
Program. to fund a project emphasizing
Statistical Process Control (SPC). which is now
the basis for quality, problem solving and decision making in competitive industry.

Douglas Ullman, psychology, $8.800 from
Flower Hospital. to fund psychology assistant
David S. Ensing to receive training either
directty or indirectly with the Flower program.

Lee A. "eserve, biology, $300 supplement
from the Ohio Academy of Science, to support
the editing activities of Meserve as editor of
The Ohio Journal of Science.
Clyde R. WDlls, health and human se!Vices,
$98,700 from the Ohio Department of Health.
to fund the development of a multi-year plan to
guarantee that institutions of higher education
in Ohio will provide relevant information ancl
education about AIDS to reduce the risk of
college students becoming HIV-infected. and to
ensure that Ohio"s leaders will appreciate their
critical role in the battle against AIDS and will
have the knowledge to carry out that role effectively.

Barbara P. Keeley, nursing. $10,000
renewal from Ohio Department of Health
Bureau of Preventive Mecflcine, to fund the
continuation of the project which established a
regional network for health promotion and disease prevention activities which stimulates and
maintains interaction among professionals in

the HP/OP field.

societies of the Western Hemisphere.

llartln Polter, musical arts. $4.587 from the
Ohio Arts Council and $5,000 from Arts Midwest, to fund artists' fees for the 1989-90
Festival Series.
Michael Moore, continuing education.
$6.251 from the Ohio Arts Council. to support
follow-up artist activities in 15 Arts UnlirMed

schools.
Ivan E. Denbesten, chemistry, $23,457 from
the National Science Foundation. to assist with
the purchase of a gas chromatograph. liquid
chromatograph, stop-flow kinetics sampling
system. and two miaOCOfTlluler chromatography data stations.
Albert Jurenas, educational admnistration
and supervision, $9.995 from the Ohio State
University Research Foundation for a project to
ifTl)lement new learning modules, produce instructional meOa to be utilized through the
college's Clinical Laboratory and demonstrate
the effectiveness of wor1<ing with public school
personnel to produce curricular change in
higher education.

Karen Gould, romance languages, $300, a
supplement for expenses required in editing the
journal Quebec Studies.
Cynthia Stong, biological sciences.
$156.225 from the National Science Foundation to fund a second year of "Ocean Foals." a
program aimed at educating public school science teachers to teach marine biology.
Yong S. Yoon, biological sciences, $72,700
from the National Science Foundation. renewal
funding to operate the National Drosophila

Species Resource Center.
Roger Bennett and Margaret lshler, education, $190,808 from the Ohio Dept of Education for activities to maintain compliance with
state standards for colleges and universities
preparing teachers.
Lany Hatch, visual communication and technology education, $4,500 from the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers to analyze data from
a recent SME survey.

Michael Moore, continuing education.
$10,000 from the Hitachi Foundation for the
Arts Unlimited program.
Neocles B. Leontis, chemistry, $84,043 from
the National Institute of General Medical
Sciences, Dept of Health and Human
ServiceslPublic Health Service, renewal
funding for specific studies on the structure and
function of a particular strand of RNA.

meeting of the Association of Black Sociologists. San Francisco. Calif .. Aug. 7-11 . The
topic of the meeting was -Poverty. Race and
Gender: The Oues1 for Change in the Black
Community."

David A. Lombardo, technology, received
the Award of Excellence - 1989 Midwest
Region Joumalism Award from the Aviation/
Space Writers Association to recognize the
best journalism of the preceding year for his
book "Aircraft Systems: Understanding Your
Airplane."

Recently. tlvee management students under
the advisement of Peter Pinto and Chan Hahn
won aD three places at the International
Student Paper ~tition for Region Ill
sponsored by the American Production and
Inventory Control Society (APICS) for 1989:
Mark Czisny. "tmplementation of JIT Manufacturing Tec:hniques in a Small Manufacturing
Company: A Case Study at Marathon Special
Produds Corporation," 1st place; Forrest L
Knox, "A Case Study of Supplier Development,• 2nd place; and Jeffrey A. Boeger, "The
Applicatiol1 of Optimal Production Technology
(OPT) in a Manufacturing Facility." 3rd place.
Wallace DePue, music COfrlXlSition and
history, was recognized by the Paul Harvey
News on Nov. 22 which gave national attention
to The DePue Family Musicians who were
named "American Amateur Music Family of
1989" by the American Music Conference of
Chicago.

Tina Bunce, musical arts. appeared as the
alto soloist in the Massillon High School 47th
annual performance of Handers "Messiah" on
Dec. 15. She also performed as the alto soloist
in VIValdfs "Gloria" at Christ Presbyterian
Church in Toledo on Dec. 10. She also is a
member of the Bowling Green Singers
performing in the annual Yuletide Dinners
throughout Northwest Ohio.
Kay Moore, musical arts, was an adjudicator
for students of the Western Piano Teachers
Guild, Milan, Nov. 18.

Andreas Poullmenos, music performance
studies, performed the role of the Father in the
opera "Hansel and Gretel" by Humperdinck
with the Michigan Opera Theater. Detroit. Mich.
and the Dayton Opera Theater, Dayton, Nov.
25, 29 and Dec. 1-3, 15-17. Also. he performed
the role of Germon! in Vertfis "la Traviata" with
Opera Pacific in Costa Mesa. Card., Dec. 26.
He will reprise the role with the Michigan Opera
Theater in May 1990.
John Sampen. music performance studies,

Marilyn Shrude, musical arts, $500 supplement from Arts Midwest, to fund the~
participation portion of the 10th Annual New
Music and Art Festival at the University on Nov.
6-11.

Charles Stocker, Firelands. $55.000 from
the Ohio Board of Regents for the Productivity

Improvement Challenge Program that will
establish Firelands College as a training and
development center for area ~ers.

Gaylyn Rnn, treasurer and assistant

Conrad llcRoberts, financial aid, $495,786
from the Ohio Department of Education, to fund
the Ohio Instructional Grants Program {OIG)
which provides grants exclusively to students
from low and moderate income families to
maintain and increase their enrollment in both
public and private institutions of higher
education.

vice president for planning and budgeting,
advises University employees that they
should be aware that the Teachers
Insurance and Annuity AssociationCollege Retirement Equities Fund (TIAACREF} has announced major changes in
its CREF retirement program.
The changes, which are effective March
1, include the ackfrtion of new CREF
accounts, enhanced transferability of
accumulations in the CREF fund, and a
cashabirity feature under limited circumstances. These options 'lf'ill become available to institutions who participate in the
TIAA-CREF regular retirement program.
Finn said the changes will have no
impact on the CREF contn1>utions made
by employees while employed at the
University. BGSU does not sponsor a
TIAA-CREF retirement program but
instead supports an elective tax deferred
annuity (TOA) program, which already has
all of the features noted above.
TIAA-CREF participants, who contributed to a TIAA-CREF regular retirement
program prior to coming to Bowling Green
and have continued tr.eir contributions to
Til\A-CREF through the University's IDA
program, may want to contact the Detroit
office of TIAA-CREF at 1-800-842-2044 to
verify that their contributions during the
period that they have been at Bowling
Green are recognized as supplemental
retirement account contributions and
governed under the 403(b) laws rather
than the more restrictive guidelines
appflCable to regular TIAA-CREF retirement accounts.
An informational meeting with representatives from STAS and TIAA-CREF will be
held March 8. The time and location of the
meeting will be announced in the Monitor
at a later date. Persons who have questions that need responses before that date
should contact James Morris at 372-2113
in the benefits office or Finn at 372-2205.

Robert L Peny, ethnic studies, chaired a
panel on "Crime in the Black Community: A
Law Enforcement Perspective" at the annual

Kenneth Klple, history. $29.000 from John
Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation, to
complete publication of History of the 8lac:lc in

AfTica. and in the most ili1)0rtant slave

Michael Rodgers, photochemical sciences,
$32.011 from the University of Toledo for
research with photosensitizers. delivery
systems and biologic responses. The award is
a subcontract from the University of Toledo
under its National Cancer Institute prime grant

Candace Galen, biological sciences,
$45,000 from the National Science Foundation
for plant genetic studies. specifically to
determine whether pollinator-mediated
selection can aa:ount for divergence in floral
traits.

was a soloist with the Washington Square Contemporary Music Society at Weill HaD in
Carnegie Han. Nov. 16. He also was a soloist
at the International Computer Music Festival at
The Ohio State University, Columbus, Nov. 2.
He performed with the Toledo Symphony on
Oct 28 and Dec. 17.

Robert Thayer, musical arts, represen".ed the
University at the annual meeting of the National
Association of Schools of Music, Seattle,
Wash .• Nov. 15-21. He CXH:haired "Preparing
for NASM Evaluation: The Sett-Study and The
On-Site Visit" and chaired a meeting of the
NASM commission on Non-Degree-Granting
Institutions.

Jay Jackson, music. was It'!! chief adjucfica-

Faculty /Staff publications

Dr. Samuel McKinney, pastor of the
Mount Zion Baptist Church in Seattle,
Wash., cJelivers the keynote address at
a special program honoring Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. Jan. 17 in the Lenhart
Grand BaRroom of the University Union.
McKinney is the brother of Dr. Mary M.
Edmonds, vice president for student
affairs, and also was a classmate of
King's in the 1940s at Morehouse
College in Atlanta, Ga. In his talk
entitled "Drum Major for Peace,·
McKinney said King wanted to be
remembered as a drum major for
justice and that the world has been
changed because of him. However,
racism in America continues, he said.
"My message to you is don't get mad,
get smart. Do something to make a
better world possible. Everything
depends on us. Worlc hard to make this
world a better place. Make Bowling
Green a better place,· McKinney said.
Approximately BOO people attended the
event. (Photo by Marc Kaspitzke)

Edsel Pena and Vijay Rohatgi, both of
mathematics and statistics, "Survival Function
Estimation for a Generalized Proportional
Hazards Model of Random Censorship," in
Journal of Statistical Planning and Inference.
Pena also co-authored the article "Nonparametric Tests under Res1ricted Treatment
Assignment Rules," in JoumaJ of the Amero3n
Statistical Association and "Families of Confidence Bands for the Survival Function," in canadian JoumaJ of Statistics.
D. Bandyopadhyay, applied statistics and
operatiol IS research, •A Note on Tes!S for Exponentiality by Desll>ande." in Biometrika

Parle Leathers, accounting and management
information systems. "CPA Candidate Statistics
- 1988.• in New Accountant

Services," in Rural Development Perspectives,
Oct 1988.
Richard L Weaver II, interpersonal and pub-

ric communication, and Howard w. Cotrell,

inslJuctional media center, "Mental Aerobics:
Directed Discussion." in the Journal of Communication Studies. Vol. 7. February and "Dealing
With the Folklore of Courses and lnstruc!OrS,"
in The Carolinas Speech Cammunicalion
Annual, Vol. V.
Phil Allclre, edl ICalional administration and
supervision, "Small School Decision Making," in
Secondary Education Today. Vol. 30, No. 4,
Summer, published by the Michigan Association of Secondary School Principals.

Nora Uu, health. physical education and
Sue Petroshlus and Ken Crocker, both of
marketing. ·An Efl1)irical Analysis of Spokesperson Characleristics on Advertisement and
Product Evaluations." in the Joumal of the
Academy of Marketing Science.
Frank llcKenna and H. Kenneth Hibbeln,
both of political science, co-authored "local
Response to Federal Budget Policies: A Study
of Nonmetropolitan Convnunities in Ohio.· for
the Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture, June. These same authors
also published "Nonprofit Agencies Adapt to
Changing Fiscal Climate to Deliver Social

recreation, co-authored "Somatotypes of Premenan:heal Athletes and Non-Athletes," in
Human Biology. The International Journal of
Population Biology and Genetics, Vol. 61, No.
2, April.

Graduate Students at BGSU; in Ccl/ege and
Researr:h Libraries News. September.
Martha Rogers, marketing, "Creating the
Marketing-Receptive Environment: Overcoming
the Two-Year Hatchet umt for a Firm's First
Marketing Director." in The JoumaJ of Business
and Industrial Marketing.

II.. Neil Browne, economics. and Stuart
Keeley, psychology. Asking the Right
Ouestions, third edition.
Joseph J. ManQ.iso, geology, senior author
of "Precambrian Vein Pyrobitumen: Evidence
for Petroleum Generation and Migration 2 Ga
Ago," in Precambrlan Research. August.

Bernard Stemsher, history, edited a revised
edition of Hitting Home: The Great Depression
in Town and Country. The new edition contains
a chapter co-authored by Stemsher entitled
-Vldims of The Great Depression: The
Question of Blame and First-Person History."
Molly Laflin, health. physical edllCalion and

Leslie Chamberlin, eO icational administration and supe!Vision. and Robert lloomaw,
educational foundations and inquiry, "Teacher"s
Role in Developing an Enviroment for
Success." in Dimensions. Vol. 9, No. 3. MarchApril.
Marilyn Pantsh, library, "Acadenic Community Analysis: Discovering Research Needs of

recreation. "Smokeless Tobaa:o Use Among
.American College Students. - in .JoumaJ of
American College Health. Vol. 38, No. 2.
September.
Michael French, educational curriculum and
instruction, co-editor of the Reading Teacher.
the official journal of the International Reading
Association.

tor at the Central North Carolina Marching
Band Festival and also was a guest clinic:ian at
the recent Putnam County Schools Music
Festival in Pandora

Faculty and staff from the College of Musical
Arts were featured as performers and resource
personnel at the Nov. 2 International Corrl)Uter
Music Conference in Colurrous. Among those
involved were Burton Beennen, Judith
Bentley, Paul Hunt, Martt Bunce and
Stephen White. John Sampen performed
Morton Subotnic:J("s "Concerto" in one of the
cameo concerts.

Theresa llilne, educational curriculum and
instruction. has been appointed to a new state
Commission on Dispute Resolution and
Conflict Management that will work to seek
peaceful resolution of problems in both the
public and private sectors.
Becky Plssanos, health physical education
and recreation. has been named chair-elect of
the research section of the Higher Education
Division of the Ohio Association for Health.
Physical Education and Recreation.

Robert DeBard, Fll"elands, has been named
to the board of trustees for the Sandusky State
Theatre Inc.

Williams

from the tront

At the same time, he thinks the number
of female faculty in an area is an important issue. "You want your faculty to
represent the world you are a part of and
therefore there should be a reasonable
diversity in the faculty," he said.
He also said he would liKe to see more
interaction and joint programs between
the various colleges on campus. "I don't
want to be isolated as a college; Williams
said. 'We have to keep the perspective
that we are a university first"
Williams said he has not established
any concrete goals yet in his new position
because he wants to become familiar with
the campus first However, he believes it
is important to keep an emphasis on
quality.

·1 want this to be a place where it's fun
to come to work and to study," he said.
"When a student decides he or she wants
to study business, I want them to think of
Bowling Green. I want this to be a college
that is respected both on and off campus
as a good place to study and teach."

Em.ch

from the front

too."
After reaflZing the savings in the
grounds department, Emch said she
remembered the Share of 5avings
Program and decided to submit her idea.
·1 received the check right before Christmas so it was a nice surprise," she said.
"Now rm wracking my brain to think of
something else."
Chris Sexton. chair of the Share of
5avings Committee. said the group has
several ideas that are currently being
examined for possible awards.
The program works in the following
manner: any dassified employee who is
not specifically responsible for making
such suggestions in the first place can
offer an idea. There are no limits on how
often an employee can offer an idea or
receive an award.
To submit an idea, the employee should
obtain a suggestion form from the SOS
coordinator, Dean Gerkens. risk management Ideas should be thoroughly planned
before filling out the form. Sketches and
drawings can be included.
A joint suggestion (submitted by two or
more dassified employees) must be
signed by all of the suggestors.
All completed forms returned to the SOS
coordinator will be logged with the time,
date and file number with a copy being
forwarded to the SOS Conunittee. The
committee wiD review the suggestions for
general acceptability. If determined to be
eligible, the suggestion will be forwarded
to the appropriate area for further study.
For implemented ideas that generate a
cost savings of $250 or more, the
suggestor will receive 40 percent of the
first year's estimated savings with
payment at implementation. For ideas that
generate a new revenue of $2,500 or
more. the suggestor will receive four
percent of the first year's estimated net
new revenue. Fifty percent of the award
will be paid upon implementation with the
remainder paid at the encl of the 12-month
period.

•

Datebook
Monday, Jan. 22

Trumpet Recital, by Edwin Betts. 8 p.m ..
8lyan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center.

Economics Colloquium Serles, "The Permanent Income Hypotheses Under Permanent
TranSitory
by Maureen Lage.
Pennsylvania State University. 3:30-5 p.m ..
4000 BuSiness Administration Building.
WBGU-TV Program, "Ohio Business
Ou1look.• 5:30 p.m. and 11 :30 p.m .. host
George Howick examines issues concerning
Ohio's business communi1y. Channel 27 ·

eon1usi0n:

Tuesday,Jan.23

Patrick Boyer. a member of Canada's Parliament who is parliamentary secretary
to External Affairs Minister Joe Clark. addresses the audience at the third annual
Reddin Symposium held Jan. 13 in the Mileti Center. Boyers topic was •Environment
Canada· and he said he sees a changing view toward the environment. "There is a
broader social responsibility carried through into governmef1t programs,· he said.
Also speaking at the symposium were Henry Rennie of the University of Toledo.
Everett Cataldo of Cleveland State University, and Sally Cole-Misch. a public affairs
officer for the International Joint Commission.

Professional Development Committee Of
Administrative Staff Council Luncheon
Program, "Your Money and Your Tyne
Hyslop, Prudential Bache Securities, will offer
lips on tax deferred savings. planning for offspring's education and general investing. noon.
Alumni Room, Union.
WBGU-TV Program, -University Forum,"
5:30 and 11 :30 p.m .. host Michael Marsden
and guests discuss issues facing the University
communi1y today, Channel 27.
Concert. "Music from Bowling Green at the
Manor House." saxophonist John Sarnpen and
pianist Marilyn Shrude will present "Music from
the Life and Tune of Adolphe Sax." 7:30 p.m ..
Wildwood Manor House. Toledo.
Planetarium Show, "Star Tracks: A Journey
Through Space On The Wmgs Of Music." 8
p.m .. Planetarium. Life Sciences Building.

Audition for the Huron Playhouse Company
The theatre department is accepting
applications now through Feb. 1 to
audition for the 1990 Huron Playhouse

Company.
Tryouts for this year's company will be
held from 12:30 to 4 p.m. Feb. 24 at Joe
E. Brown Theatre in University Hall.
Those selected to be part of the
company are eligible to receive up to 12
semester hours of graduate or undergraduate a-edit that can be applied to a
college degree program.
In addition, company members are
provided free room and board for the
duration of the summer stock season and

Roundtable meets
Computer Services will hold the first Administrative Microcomputer Roundtable of
the year from 1 :30-2:30 p.m. Wednesday
(Jan. 24) in the Ohio Suite of the University Union.
The meeting will focus on the topic of
networking with the cflSCUSSion being led
by an informal panel consisting of John
Gruber, a member of the University
Computing Council Networking Subcommittee, Ed Schwerkolt, technology, and
Dr. Jerry Wicks, sociology.
Persons who want to share ideas, meet
other microcomputer users and discuss
networking are invited to attend. Anyone
wanting additional information should
contact Dr. Duane Whitmire at 372-2927.

Clarification noted
In clarification of a story on the campus'
smoking policy that appeared in the Jan.
15 issue of the Monitor, Dr. Joseph Gray,
chair of the German. Russian and East
Asian languages department. said he sent
a memo to members of the department in
regards to the building's smoking policy.
The memo stated if fawlty "would not or
could not refrain from smoking; he
recommended they smoke in the privacy
of their own offices.

receive a $300 stipend for their work.
Some class ae<frt is available.
Appointments to audition for the 1990
Huron Playhouse Company must be
scheduled by Feb. 1 through the theatre
department For more information, an application and an appoinbnent to audition,
contact the theatre department at 372-

2222.

Positions are filled
Seven new employees have joined the
classified staff. They are George Bivins,
part-time custodial work supervisor,
custodial services; Candace Johnson,
part-time data processor 2, computer
services; and Mary Sanchez, Karen
Hardie, Kathleen Wellington, Nancy

Open Forum, President OlscalT1> win meet
with students. noon-1 :15 p.m .. Chart Room,
McFall Center.
People For Racial Juctlce Meeting, 1 p.m.,
Taft Room. Union.
Administrative Microcomputer
Roundtable, "Networking." an informal panel
will disruss this topic. 1 :30-2:30, Ohio Suite,
Union. Call 372-2927 for more information.
Earth Day Celebration "Acid Rain Poficy:
Impact on Ohio," by Greg Turk, Environmental
Consultant, 4:30 p.m.• Planetarium, Life
Sciences Building.
WBGU-TV Program, "Art Beat Focus." 5:30
and 11 :30 p.m.• host Lany Weiss examines
BGSU's week in sports, Channel 27.
Lecture, "Electric Utility Modeling for Acid
Rain Poficy: l~ications for Ohio and the t.fidwest,• 4:30 p.m .• Planetarium, Life Sciences

Thursday, Jan. 25
UAO Alm, "Batman.· the original 1966 film. 9
p.m.. 210 Math Science.

Friday, Jan. 26

p.m .. 10 p.m. and 12:30 am .. Eva Marie Saint
Theatre.
Symphonic Band, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musi<::al Arts Center.

Earth Day Celebration, "Sustainable
Agriculture for Nor1hwest Ohio," 9 am.-noon,
112 Life Sciences Building.
Concert Band Performance, 11 a.m ..
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Cenler.
WBGU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking From
Quilt Country.· host Marcia Adams takes viewers to an Amish garden and makes <fishes from
the produce grown there.
Women's Basketball, vs. Eastern Michigan.
5:15 p.m., Anderson Arena.
Men's Basketball, vs. Eastern Michigan.
7:30 p.m., Anderson Arena.
UAO Alm, "Batman." the 1989 film, 7:30
p.m., 10 p.m. and 12:30 am .. Eva Marie Saint
Theatre.

Sunday,Jan.28
WBGU-TV Program, "Viewpoint,· 9:30 am ..
host Judy Paschalis looks at the need for mental health counseling for children and teenagers, Channel 27.
Women's Basketball, vs. Valparaiso, 1:30
p.m., Anderson Arena

Planetarium Show, "Star Tracks: A Journey
Through Space On The Wmgs Of Music," 7:30
p.m.. Planetarium, Life Siences Building.

Variety of free computer seminars are offered

Lot 13 meters change
to 30-minuite parking
Jean Yarnell, director of parking and
traffic, has announced that the meters in
Lot 13 near Eppler South are now 30minute meters, due to the traffic congestion in that area
The congestion has caused the shuttle
bus to run behind schedule because the
driver cannot get through, she said. "It is
absolutely necessary that the shuttle bus
be on time, therefore meters have been
changed from two hours to 30 minutes.
The 30-minute meters are 25 cents per
half hour:

Reception planned
Members of the campus community are
invited to attend a reception honoring
Sylvia Wintgens', benefits and personnel
services, retirement from 3-5 p.m.
Monday (Jan. 22) in the Alumni Room of
the University Union.

The following faculty positions are available:
Chemistry: Assistant professor. Contact Doug Neckers (2-2031 ). Deadline: March 1 or until
suitable candidate is selected.
College of Business Administration: AssistanVassociate professor of intematiooal business.
Contac:t James McFdlen (2-2747). Deadline: Feb. 15. •
College Student Personnel: Assistantlassociate professor. Contact Carney Strange (2-7382).
Deadine: March 1o or until filled.
Computer Science: Assistant professor. Contact Faculty Search Committee (2-2337). Deadline:
Feb. 1 or until filled.
EDCI: Assistant professor (emphasis in elementary and secondary methods). Also, assistant
professor (emphasis in social studies and math or science). For both positions, contact Robert G.
Oana (2-7320). Deaclines: March 1.

The following administrative positions are available:
Affirmative Action: Diredor. Contact Kay Meier (2-2211 ). Deadline: Feb. 1.
Alumni and Development; Director of development and asSistant vice presiden1 for University
relations. Contact chair of the search committee (2-2558). Deadline: Jan. 30.
Continuing Education and Summer Programs; Program director. Contact Annmarie Heldt (22558). Oeadine: Feb. 5
Counseling and Career Development Center: Counseling/clinical psychologist. Contact
Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Extended deaciine: April 16.
~TV: Television public affairs pnxix:erlhost. Cont2l::t Annmarie Heldt (2-2558). Deailine:
Feb.9.

-.-·--~·-.-·:--:-~-.-. ·----:-------

appfications.
"Getting Started on the Mac (MacWrite)"
is scheduled from 1:30-4 p.m. Feb. 8 in
the Technology laboratory. It will introduce
the basics of the Macintosh microcomputer and word processing using
MacWrite.
"Intro to DOS (IBMr will take place from
1:30-'3:30 p.m. Feb. 12 in 312 Hayes Hall.
It provides a basic orientation to the IBM
personal computer and the disk operating
system (DOS).
·Hands on with DOS (IBM)" is set from
1:30-3:30 p.m. Feb. 14 in 312 Hayes Hall.
The seminar explains how to manage and
operate the IBM personal computer using
DOS commands.
'Word Processing (Mac)" will be from
1 :30-3:30 p.m. Feb. 16 in the Technology
laboratory. It covers the basics of creating, e<frting and formatting documents
using the word processor included in the
Microsoft Works package.
·intro to MultiMate (IBM)" is schejulecl
from 1:30-4:30 p.m. Feb. 21in312 Hayes
Hall. It will introduce the basics of
creating, editing and formatting documents using the word processor, MultiMate. A working knowledge of DOS is

recommended.
•DataBase (Mac)" will be from 1:30-3:30
p.m. Feb. 23 in the Technology laboratory. The seminar win <flSCUSS the basics
of a-eating, editing and managing
database using the Microsoft Works
package. Prior Macintosh experience or
attendance at the "Getting Started on the
Macintosh• seminar is required.
·Hard Disk Set Up {IBM)" is set from
1:30-3:30 p.m. Feb. 23 in the Williams
Hall lab. It Will disCI ISS the steps Of setting

.:-·---~--
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The three officers of Faculty Senate
resigned their posts Jan. 23, a week
after introducing a resolution at a senate
meeting calling for a no confidence vote
in President Olscamp.
However, the secretary, Dr. Benjamin
Muego, withdrew his resignation Jan. 24
and will continue his role as an officer.
Dr. Ann-Marie Lancaster and Dr.
Blaine Ritts resigned as chair and vice
chair respectively. Lancaster and Ritts
were elected to their posts in April 1989.
Muego became secretary in September
1989.
In announcing the resignations, the
officers released the following statement:
"Chair Lancaster met with the president this morning and he indicated that
he and the Board of Trustees can no
longer work effectively with the wrrent
Faculty Senate officers. He asked for our
resignations and indicated that if we did
not resign, the Board of Trustees on a
vote of eight to one would force our resignation. Therefore, it appears to be in
the best interest of Bowling Green State
University's shared governance system
that we resign from our positions."
Lancaster and Ritts plan to continue
participating in Faculty Senate as sena-

Saturday, Jan. 27

part-time food service workers at the
University Union.

tors.
President Olscamp responded with the
following statement:
·1 have read the resignation notice of
the Fawlty Senate officers and wish to
point out that neither the Board of Trustees nor the president has the authority
to force the resignation of these officers.
This morning I met with Professor AnnMarie Lancaster, at her request. Vice
President for Academic Affairs Eloise
Clark also attended the meeting. During
the course of the meeting I indicated my
belief that the campus community did
not support the resolution of no confidence moved by the Faculty Senate
officers, and further. that the Trustees
had expressed a lack of confidence in
the wrrent Fawlty Senate leadership. I

up a hard disk for the IBM personal
computer.
•intro to PC-File+ (IBM)" will be from
1:30-4:30 p.m. Feb. 28 in 312 Hayes Hall.
It will introduce database applications
including filing information, sorting records
and printing reports.
"Spreadsheet (MAC)" is scheduled from
1:30-3:30 p.m. March 2 in the Technology
lab. It will cover the basics of creating and
managing a spreadsheet using the
Microsoft Works package. Prior Macintosh
experience or attendance at the "Getting
Started on the Macintosh" seminar is
required.
"Intro to Lotus 1-2-3 (IBM)" will be from
1:30-4:30 p.m. March 7 in 312 Hayes Hall.
It will introduce the basics of creating and
managing a Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet. A
working knowledge of DOS is recommended.
·intro to Hypercard (Mac)" is scheduled
from 1:30-4:30 p.m. March 9 in the
Technology lab. The seminar will cover
the a-eating, managing and the modifying
of a HyperCard stack and disucss applications of HyperCard. Prior Macintosh
experience or attendance at "Getting
Started on the Macintosh" is required.

"Advanced Commands and Functions in
Lotus 1-2-3 (IBM)" will be from 1 :30-4:30
p.m. March 14 in 312 Hayes Hall. This is
the second Lotus 1-2-3 seminar and will
disCl•ss advanced commands and
functions needed to manage a Lotus 1-23 spreadsheet. Prior experience with
Lotus 1-2-3 or attendance to ·intro to Lotus 1-2-3· is required.
"Intro to HyperTalk (Mac)" is scheduled
from 1 :30-4:30 p.m. March 16 in the
Technology lab. It disa isses programming
in the HyperCard language, HyperTalk,
and how to create and to manipulate
stacks in HyperCard. Prior HyperCard
experience or attendance at the ·intro to
HyperCard" seminar is required.
"Microcomputer Viruses (IBM and Mac)"
wiU be from 1:30-3:30 p.m. in 312 Hayes
Hall. The seminar will disCI ISS viruses,
what they are, how to safeguard against
them and how to remove them from your

microcomputer.
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Faculty Senate
officers resign;
On-call meeting
set for Jan. 30

agers, Channel 27.
UAO Rim, "Batman." the 1989 film, 7:30

Buikfmg.

A variety of free IBM PC and Macintosh
seminars are being offered to faculty, staff
and graduate students by Computer
SefVices. To register for any of the
sessions or for more information, contact
the secretary in 241 Math Science at 3722102.
Seminars being offered include:
"Computer Ease 101 • is set from 1 :303:30 p.m. Feb. 7 in 312 Hayes Hall. It will
cover basic terminology, hardware and
software components and microcomputer

VoL XIII No. 27

Falcon Club Luncheon, noon. Ice Arena
Lounge.
Creative Writing Progran1 Event, Dan
O"Brien, alumnus. will read from his work. 3
p.m.• Ohio Suite. Union.
WBGU-TV Program, "Viewpoin1." 5:30 p.m ..
host Judy Pasc:halis looks at the need for mental health counseling for children and teen-

Wilkerson, and Carol Stretchberry, all

Faculty I Staff positions
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A proposal from Associated Motor Inns
to develop a hotel conference center in
Bowling Green's Research/Enterprise
Park will be submitted to the University"s
Board of Trustees next week (Feb. 2).
The Cleveland-based hotel and motor
inn management firm will be the park's
second occupant and plans to construct
a $6 million, 120-room inn. The hotel will
also include a 9,000 square foot conference facility containing a 250-seat banquet hall. up to five individual meeting
rooms and a tiered executive conference
room. AMl's proposal includes a major
hotel franchise to serve as a drawing
point for the facility.
AMI was one of 12 firms expressing
interest in developing a hotel conference
site in the park. Proposals were reviewed by Vista Development Corp. and
the University. Vista is the Rudolph/
Libbe Inc. subsidiary the University hired
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Digging a hole for the first tree planted in Rrelands Coi/ege's James H. McBride Arboretum are (from left) Lee Behnke, land-

scape architect, Robert DeBard, dean of the college, Larry Bettcher, president of Rrelands' advisroy board, James McBride.
first dean of the college and Bob Barnes, owner of Bames Nursery.

·

Fire/ands College arboretum continues to 'grow'
The completion of phase I of the James H. McBride Arboretum on the Firelands College campus was marked by the
planting of the first tree last month.
Named in honor of the first dean of Firelands College, the
arboretum is located on the west end of the college grounds
and covers approximately 20 acres. It is designed as an
educational and recreational facirrty which win be open yearround to area elementary and secondary schools as well as
to the pubric.
A ceremony marked the tree-planting which included
remarks by Dean Robert DeBard, State Representative Fred
Deering and landscape architect Lee Behnke.

The original arboretum plan was developed by an Ohio
State University architecture graduate student. In June 1984,
William A. Behnke Associates Inc. of Clevaland was selected
as the landscape architect and the firm designed a master
plan which called for a central lake surrounded by contoured
mounds, trees, shrubs and prairie grasses.
Phase I, now completed, involved the excavation of the
pond and mounds, as well as the grading of the site.
Planning for the arboretum began in 1980 and has been
directed by the James H. McBride Arboretum Committee.
which is composed of Huron-area citizens. Ground was
broken for the arboretum in November 1988.

Observances to run through April

Black history celebrated with a variety of events
A theatrical performance about Harlem
in the 1920s will be one of the highlights
of four months of festivities celebrating
black history and Hispanic awareness.
Dr. Mary Edmonds, vice president for
student affairs, last week announced an
array of events that began this month and
will run through April. 'We're trying to get
away from the thinking that there is just
one month for a black history celebration." she said.
At the same time she announced that
the Office of Minority Affairs. which is
helping to sponsor many of the events,
will be changing its name to the Office of
Multicultural Affairs in July.
ln celebration of the African-American
theatre, the Office of Minority Affairs will
present the dinner theatre production of
"Harlem Renaissance" Feb. 17 in the
Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the University
Union. Dinner will be served at 6 p.m.
with the performance starting at 8 p.m.
The cost of dinner and the program is $15
for the general public and $1 O for students. Entire tables can be reserved by
calling 372-2978.
The program is a combination of poetry,
songs and short stories which includes
the music of Duke Ellington, Fats Waller
and traditional spirituals.

Other highlights in February include a
lecture by Dr. Charles King at 7:30 p.m.
Feb. 2 in Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center.
King is the founder and president of the
Urban Crisis Center in Atlanta, Ga. He
has become nationally known for his
unique form of confrontation therapy
designed to help both blacks and whites
understand racism. His intense two-day
seminars use shock therapy and role
reversal to put the participants on the
receiving end of oppression.
In addition. he is a former staff member
of the Commission on Civil Disorders and
former chairman of the International
Association of Human Rights Agencies.
He has served as a professor of black
history at Wittenberg University.
On Feb. 16, Dr. Asa Hilliard. a professor
of education at Georgia State University,
will discuss "Free Your Mind. Return to
the Source: African Origins" at 7 p.m. in
1007 Business Administration Building.
Hilliard specializes in the study of psychological test validity in aoss-cultural
usage. child development. improved
teaching methods and ancient African
history, especially ancient Egyptian
history. He has been prominent as an
expert witness in litigation on test validity

for African-Americans and serves as a
member of the American Psychological
Association Committee of Psychological
Tests and Assessment. In addition.
Hilliard is a founding member of the
.A.ssociation for the Study of Classical
African Civilization and serves as its
second vice president.
Events that will take place in January
include:
A Unity Rally at 7:30 p.m. Monday
(Jan. 29) in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom
of the University Union. Sponsored by
the Black Student Union, the ra11y·s
purpose is to promote unity on campus.
The Undergraduate Student Govemment will sponsor "American Pictures.- a
pictorial essay on the underdass ir. the
U.S. at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday (Jan. 30) in
the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the
University Union.
Concluding January's events will be a
Soul Food Dinner. sponsored by the
Black Student Union. It will be held from
4-6 p.m. Wednesday (Jan. 31) in the
Kreischer Dining Hall. Ca!I 372-2692 for
more information.
Also in February. an Amani Fundraising Dance will be held from 10 p.m.-2
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